SAG Smart Access

Locks
as a
Service

Access solutions for intelligent buildings

SAG Smart Access
Welcome to the next level
With increasing building automation, SAG
Smart Access offers a range of opportunities
for reorganising the working world for
companies and their staff, and to constantly
improve these. This includes efficient
processes, sustainable management and user
quality of life. Welcome to our world of
digital solutions.
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Locks as a Service –
cloud-based access management

SAG Smart Access means well-designed
solutions in intelligent access organisation and building control of digital commercial property of all types. Our digital
building organisation provides the
freedom for our customers and partners
to organise the transformation in the
most suitable way for their company
and its staff – exactly according to the
requirements of their project in terms
of technology, time or cost factors. This
ties in with our openness to technologies, partnerships and solutions, which
support our clients in the implementation of their ideas.
We offer digital access solutions based on
software and hardware – from a standalone solution to networked systems for
doors and cabinets to their integration in
technology-driven operating platforms for
the efficient organisation and automation
of buildings.
We are experts in secure organisation of
buildings, rooms, doors and cabinets, and
implement this expertise based on decades
of experience in the form of forward-looking solutions and applications.
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We are open to using a range of technologies, such as PIN codes, RFID, mobile
programming of cards, wearables and other
data media, Bluetooth, mobile key systems
and many others. Instead of proprietary
systems and applications, we prefer a range
of options that offer our clients a solution
that is tailored to their requirements.

Integrated EnOcean wireless technology allows easy integration of our access systems
into building automation (e.g. for efficient
control of energy, climate and lighting) with
the aim of sustainable management and
service concepts.
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Open mind –
open to leading mobile applications

Digital access service
In modern networked building automation,
electronic locking systems together with
the corresponding apps ensure that access
permissions can be easily and conveniently
organised in a mobile manner via cloudbased systems and platforms.
A wide range of apps – you decide
what’s best for you.
You make the choice as to which app you
wish to use in conjunction with our access
systems. Instead of proprietary solutions,
which only offer you a limited range of
manufacturer-related functions, you can
select the app that best fits your requirements. Our open systems architecture
ensures efficient interface management.

Mobile programming
With SAFE-O-TRONIC access mobile programming based on the CriotiveTM administration platform, entry and access permissions can be wirelessly received via an app
using a mobile end user device, and can be
transmitted to data media where necessary.
No programming equipment is necessary.
This makes the organisation of locking
systems that are located at various points in
different buildings particularly convenient.
®

Easy, secure administration of access
rights
The central CriotiveTM administration
platform provides an encrypted channel between the service provider and the connected devices such as phones and data media
(e.g. cards or wearables).
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Users do not need to collect or update their
‘keys’ at a central office or terminal – everything is handled securely via the internet.
Convenient remote programming
Access permissions for remote buildings
can easily be received remotely. This is ideal
for multi-branch businesses, care services
or other enterprises and institutions with
various field offices.
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Keyless entry

For a keyless access organisation, our
SAFE-O-TRONIC® access product line
offers you an extremely wide range
of software-controlled locking components for doors and cabinets, as well as
efficient identification options.
Convenient administration software
The LockManager administration software
is a uniform system platform that can be
used to easily administer all components in
the SAFE-O-TRONIC® access product line for
doors and cabinets.
Digital door handles, lock cylinders and
terminals
Be it external doors, cabinets or other
storage furniture, turnstiles, roller doors,
parking barriers or other access control
systems, SAG Smart Access enables you
to organise all entries to your building and
to tailor them according to your individual
requirements.
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Digital identification technologies for
optimal integration into your system
environment
An extremely wide range of technologies is
available to you for identification of users:
This includes RFID (MIFARE, LEGIC and HID),
PIN codes, time-sensitive booking codes
and BLE (with or without cloud connection).
Whether you are dealing with RFID data
media or mobile devices such as a smartphones, tablets or wearables, the portfolio
of locking devices has a solution for all
requirements.
Digital door and cabinet solutions
Entry to defined rooms and areas, and access to cabinet capacities can be easily and
securely organised at any time.

Online and offline function
Offline and online components are available
to you, depending on which organisation
you require.
Networks and integration
Card-based or cable-free, wireless networking can be used for connections, depending
on the application.
Thanks to open systems architecture, it is
easy to integrate SAG Smart Access into
existing or planned data systems, e.g. property management, proptech, guest management or time-recording systems.
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Individual room conditioning –
locking system meets room control

Sustainable building management
aims to minimise energy usage while
optimising the individual feeling of
well-being of the users. By using
EnOcean wireless technology, the SAG
Smart Access lock and key components
can easily be integrated into building
automation systems. This means that
the use of cost-intensive resources such
as heating, air conditioning or lighting
as well as personnel and inventory can
be optimised, based on access. Door
actuation actions are transmitted to
the building automation components
wirelessly using EnOcean technology,
without restrictions due to power supply cables or batteries. This makes for
sustainable, convenient and cost-effective building control.*

SAG Smart Access access systems for doors and cabinets together with EnOcean wireless technology

Realise savings potential, based on
access

Flexible integration into commonly
used room control systems

SAG Smart Access with EnOcean wireless
technology ensures that selected energy
consumers such as lighting, heating or air
conditioning are only activated once a user
enters the room, and are reliably switched
off if the user leaves the room for a longer
period.

SAG Smart Access can easily be integrated
into monitoring systems for room control.

More comfort through individual wellness settings
After entering the room, the user is able to
quickly and easily transmit preferred settings
for temperature, ventilation or lighting via a
smartphone.

Combination of door monitoring and
room control
EnOcean wireless technology can be
used together with SAG Smart Access to
efficiently combine door monitoring and
individual room control.

* Additional components required, depending on
the application.

SAG Smart Access is always open for integration into software-controlled room management systems.
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Intelligent lockers – reserve and control
cabinet capacities using mobile technology

An ideal balance between energy and
cost-efficient building organisation and
individual user comfort can be achieved
in modern living and working environments. With SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
furniture locking systems, storage space
in the form of cabinets, lockers and safe
deposit boxes can be flexibly assigned
or reserved by means of a mobile device, depending on particular needs.
Keyless, wireless locking convenience
using RFID, PIN code or BLE
Make use of cabinets and drawers by
means of an RFID medium or without any
key at all by means of a PIN code or smartphone.

The wireless SAFE-O-TRONIC® access LS furniture locking system allows for
booking and use of cabinets by means of a mobile device

Mobile locking convenience – even
without an app

Online convenience for central control
functions – can be optionally retrofitted

Mobile use of your cabinets is possible via
BLE and an app, or even without an app,
e.g. by means of a time-sensitive booking
code (PIN) which is automatically sent to the
authorised user’s smartphone.

In complex cabinet systems (e.g. in changing areas), SAFE-O-TRONIC® access LSW
with innovative wireless networking and
the use of data concentrators, enables
convenient control and monitoring of the
wireless (!) system at the click of a mouse
button, e.g. for central release and locking
of cabinets.

Efficient use of your cabinet capacities
Your cabinets can be occupied spontaneously by different users on a time-controlled basis. This minimises administrative
work on your part and maximises convenience for your users.

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access LSW also offers online control of complex cabinets systems as an option, besides
mobile locking convenience
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Preventive facility management –
preventive monitoring of doors

SAG Smart Line is the first mortise lock
programme equipped with EnOcean
wireless technology, enabling especially
efficient and sustainable integration of
doors into building automation systems.
Battery-free wireless sensor technology
from EnOcean
Digitalisation using distributed sensors and
cloud-based infrastructure enables users to
automate room usage management. Sensors that send out an early warning in case
of break-in, fire or burst water mains can
prevent insured losses totalling millions.

Flexible control

Easy networking

Energy harvesting for battery-free
wireless transmission

For increased building security, SAG Smart
Line mortice locks can easily prevent door
movement (actuations of the latch or bolt).

IoT gateways connect the sensors and
actuators via the Internet, including with
bus systems such as KNX or cloud-based
platforms like IBM Watson, Amazon Echo,
Microsoft Azure, Apple HomeKit, Google
Home or Crestonie.

SAG Smart Line wireless locks apply
mechanical energy (lever actuation or bolt
movement) to generate the energy required
for wireless transmission via a generator.
In wireless technologies, energy harvesting
does away with restrictions due to power
supply cables or batteries.
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Space in sanitary areas can also be managed wirelessly, e.g. in the form of Free/Occupied signs.

Wireless solutions
Since over 90% of buildings are owned
properties, wireless solutions are ideal retrofits, as they offer an excellent benefit-cost
ratio. The system technology is based on
wireless sensors that provide the required
data for numerous points in the building.
The EnOcean wireless standard is primarily
established as a communications protocol in
this area. It is already in use in over 500,000
buildings worldwide.

Inexpensive retrofitting
By simply replacing existing mortise locks
in the building with SAG Smart Line door
locks, building doors can be quickly retrofitted at low cost during ongoing operation
or integrated into the building automation
system without the need for any cables or
batteries.
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System landscape

The CriotiveTM platform enables secure
communication for a new generation of
linked devices.
The latest services for connected devices
can always be ensured via the CriotiveTM administration platform so as to offer customers added value throughout the system’s
lifespan.

Efficient access and billing organisation
The CriotiveTM platform offers a broad selection of industry solutions for access and
billing. Numerous applications for mobile
organisation of access, guest and staff
cabinets for clothing and valuables, and for
billing a wide range of services are available
for the care, hospitality, fitness, retail and
management sectors.

Easy provision of data media for any
requirement
Once the administrator has set up user
rights, the user is provided operating
instructions. The user downloads the app,
which calls up their rights. The smartphone
can then transmit the rights to a card (Mifare), smartband, smartwatch or other data
medium, using NFC or BLE for example.

Criotive is a trademark of
Sony Mobile Communications AB

Services

Criotive™
LTE

Access, tickets, payment

NFC

BLE

Web-based administration
Managing access and users
Assigning access rights
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App

^

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
DS
Door locking systems

SAG Smart Line
Preventive door
monitoring

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
DSH
Electronic door levers

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
CS
Cylinder locking systems

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
TS
Terminals

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
LS
Furniture locking systems

SAFE-O-TRONIC® access
LSW
Furniture locking systems
with wireless networking
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Smart Building

Digital transformation: You decide the pace –
we safeguard your investment decision
Long-term customer relations
We are convinced that sustainable success
always requires foresight in terms of social,
economic and technological developments,
which is why we focus on long-term collaborative relationships when advising our
customers.
Digital transformation can only succeed if it
is precisely tailored to your company, your
sites, your buildings and organisations, and
your users. The implementation processes
for access solutions can be as heterogenous
as the different structures in the various
areas of your living and working environments.
Modular solutions for flexible room
concepts
Be it co-living projects (e.g. serviced apartments), co-working spaces, classic office
environments or sector-specific hybrids,
SAG Smart Access solutions are always extremely versatile when it comes to configuration. Users can take advantage of building
digitalisation for successful management
of staff and material resources and for
the benefit of their employees, suppliers,
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customers and guests. They can implement
this digitalisation completely or gradually according to their individual potential
together with us:
• E ntry and access permission concepts
apply to both doors and cabinets as
necessary.
• E ntry and access can be spontaneously
booked and billed if required.
• P reventive monitoring concepts and
convenient room control functions can
be integrated and are easy to combine or
retrofit.
• Identification technologies can be combined in many different ways and flexibly
activated as needed.
• V
 arious locations can managed without
any problems.
• N
 umerous system components can be
customised in terms of colour, design and
material to suit your individual architectural and design concepts.

Everything can be realised as customised
solutions that are optimised in terms of
modules, time and costs.

PO Box 10 12 40
42512 Velbert, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)20 51 / 20 86 - 0
saghotline@sag-schlagbaum.com
www.sag-schlagbaum.com
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